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My ignorant start in stamp collecting
By Qiu Bonian

Each stamp lover
has their own unique stamp collecting
stories to tell, yet there are some points
where they meet. All of them have a
regretful story about not being able to
have the ideal stamps. In my case, I
blundered away two chances to get
valuable stamps.
In the 1950s, my maternal grandpa
lived in Sandeli, just a street away from
my home. I often went to his place and
saw him play with some colorful square
pieces. Grandpa told me that those were
stamps used for mailing letters.
When I graduated from a primary
school, grandpa sent me an envelope.
The front of the envelope bore a stamp
called kaiguodadian that depicted the
Grand Ceremony of the Founding of P.R.
C. Along with the stamp on the cover
were characters written by someone in
regular script and in vertical line.
Grandpa said, "Take it as a gift and
remember to take care of it."
I did not know about philately back
then. What I had in mind was that the
stamp was really beautiful. So I took it
home and tore the stamp off the cover,
not knowing that an intact cover with

stamps on it add interest
and value for collection. In
1996, I participated in a
national stamp exhibition. For my
personal stamp display, I needed an
envelope with a kaiguodadian stamp on
the cover. An envelope like that was
already worth several hundred yuan
then. I regretted that I did the foolish
thing.
I still have this kaiguodadian stamp
at my collection. Every time I take it
out on my palm, my beloved grandpa
would come into my mind. I miss him
for he taught me to be a man and was
a great guide and friend on my path of
philately.
The other chance I ruined was the
day when the Wuhan Yangtze River
Bridge opened to traffic in 1957. I got
an envelope with a round seal print on
the front that suggested it was for the
commemoration of the opening of the
bridge. I should have bought stamps
and mailed it, yet I did not. Since then,
I have kept that envelope till this day.
Qiu's envelope cover issued in 1957

Philately guides my life
By Guo Lin

My father loves collecting stamps and
often receives letters from philatelic friends.
Taking out my father's stamps to have a
look, clipping the stamps off envelopes,
soaking them in water, watching the
stamps and the envelopes separate, and
then putting the stamps on a piece of
glass to dry, these activities used to be my
"homework" during childhood.
I often put these stamps into a small
stamp album as if I were doing a puzzle.
If a stamp was from a commemorative
stamp series, I would keep it and try my
best to complete the set by exchanging
stamps with my classmates or friends.
Admiring the beautiful picture on each
stamp and learning about the historical
background and story behind them were

habits that I picked up from my father.
On Youth Day in 1985, I joined the
Wuhan Youth Philatelic Association. The
association has since held a philatelic camp
every summer. It would take us to the
scenic spots on the stamps. The young
philatelists who walked on the street with
their summer camp flag often attracted the
attention of local citizens and students.
The field experiences brought the
pictures on the stamps to life. As a result,
traveling has become a hobby for me.
Everywhere I go, I try to find a post office
and send a postcard to my parents,
hoping it will convey my love from
thousands of miles away, and let them
know that their love is traveling with me
as well.

Guo (third from left, first row) in a philatelic
camp in 1987

